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Background
Since 2012, through the partnership of Shakti Samuha and Harambee Arts, Expressive
Arts Exercises project has been running with the survivor of human trafficking and
domestic violence. The main objective of this project is to heal the trauma and anxieties
of survivors through arts and discover their inner gifts and identity too.
After providing TOT to the seven women of Shakti Samuha, trainers were developed and
mobilizing them to facilitate the workshop and orientations. Refresher trainings to the
facilitator of Harambee Arts has been providing to enhance the skill of facilitators under
Harambee Arts project through the Director and Founder of Harambee Art Ms. Gloria
Simoneaux and empowering 7 women at national and international level.

In the month of August, Trauma Resource
Institute had organized Community Resiliency
Model (CRM) training with the objective to
train the trainers. During the training six skills
of CRM were received for the community
resiliency.
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Six skills of CRM:
- Tracking
- Resourcing & Resource Intensification
- Grounding
- Gestures & Movements
- Help Now
- Shift & Stay
After CRM training, Shakti Samuha organized Expressive arts Exercises throughout the
Harambee Arts Project with the survivors of human trafficking and domestic violence by
using healing process through arts and CRM methods.
Tracking, resourcing and grounding was very much helpful during the workshop. It
helped the participants to come out from the stress and make them balanced by taking
back in the previous situation at resilience zone.

Workshop in Sindhuli District with women group,
September 2015

Workshop with the shelter home girls/women of SS who
are the survivor of human trafficking, September 2015

Continued in next page……
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International Expressive Arts Therapy Association (IEATA)
Conference in Hong Kong

Through the huge invitation from the IEATA Conference Committee, with the funding
support from the Charity Concert Committee of the Art in Hospital, on the date 4th-10th
October 2015, 7 women facilitators of Shakti Samuha under Harambee Arts Project got
the opportunity to participate as a presenter during the conference as Shakti Samuha and
Harambee Arts have been doing partnership in the healing process through Arts.
In 2013, Ms. Fiona Chang, Meko Ng and Beatrice Yip came in Nepal from Hong Kong
to participate in 5 days workshop on Expressive Arts Exercises under Harambee Arts
Project and seven facilitators facilitated the workshop. Thus, through this collaboration, 7
women were invited from the IEATA conference as being presenters from Nepal with the
objective to teach and learn gained knowledge and share our deep experience among the
participants.
3rd October 2015
Seven women of Harambee Arts facilitators left Nepal for Hong Kong at 8pm in
Trinbhuwan International Airport.
4th October 2015
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Team were arrived in Hong Kong and welcomed by IEATA team Ms. Fiona Chang and
Miss Beatrice Yip at the Hong Kong International
Airport.

Team were taken to site
visits by the volunteers
with full of affectionate
and gained information
regarding the Buddha
temple
and
museum.
Information
about
historical customs and life
story of Bruce Lee received. It was refreshment and informative visit for the team. So we
enjoyed a lot.
5th October 2015
Team visited some near places of Courtyard Marriott Hotel and had meeting with the
team for the preparation of pre-conference.
Pre-Conference : 6th-7th October 2015
Venue : The University of Hong Kong, Jockey Club Building For Interdisciplinary
Research
Time : 8am-5:30pm
6th October 2015
Pre-conference started and seven facilitators facilitated the
conference by doing several expressive arts exercises and
sharing personal stories and experiences as well. From the
methods of CRM training also helped to facilitate this
conference. Most of the time tracking, grounding and
resourcing applied along several arts exercises.
7th October 2015
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Second day of the pre-conference boosted the participants
to learn more about self healing process throughout the
arts exercises and CRM methods. During the tree of life
exercise, participants received information about
grounding themselves through the roots of tree and make
them stronger from the inside of them.
Conference
Venue: Wu Kwai Sha Youth Village
Date : 8th-10th October 2015
Time: 9:30-5pm
8th October 2015
At the first day of the conference, Harambee arts
team from Shakti Samuha welcomed the
participants by performing a dance on anti
trafficking issues. Scenario of human trafficking in
Nepal was included in the performance.
During the dance performance most of the
participants became emotional and couldn’t stop
their tears and encouragement from everyone was received for the continue campaign
against human trafficking.
After the performance, presentation regarding Shakti
Samuha and Harambee arts work was given, including
the objectives, completed work, sustainable model and
future plan.
Participants were excited to know more work and plan
of Harambee arts project in Nepal but due to short
time few questions and quarries were responded by
the Harambee arts team and participants were totally satisfied. At last Ms. Maya Tamang,
shared her personal stories, how Harambee arts changed her life. It was so touching and
inspiration to others. Participants gave a huge clapped for the deeds of Shakti Samuha
and Harambee arts.
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After completing the Nepal panel, Groups were divided into two groups and went to
attend in different workshop sessions. Team leader was chosen Ms. Sarala Tamang and
Shrijana KC. Then attended three sessions like
- Art Journaling for social change
- Song circle-Heart integration (Barbara and Bala)
- Exploring the roar behind self-silencing with person-centered expressive arts
9th October 2015
Groups attended at workshops in AM sessions such as:
- Teaching adults who teach children: bridging learning and healing through the
expressive arts
- Self-exploration through music, stimulated imagery and expressive arts
Then after lunch, 7 women of Harambee arts were taken to visit in different places by
metro. Ms. Gloria, Barbara, Eugene, Lauren and Stephanie supported to visit.
After dinner, Shining Star Award took place.
Expressive arts therapy pioneer Ms. Maria GonzalezBlue announced as a Shining Star Awardee. Then
every presenters and participants invited to show their
performance on the stage. IEATA host called Shakti
Samuha/Harambee arts team first at the stage to
perform. Then, the team performed gracefully. But due
to technical problem, disturbance was occurred to play
music and finally we performed and it was satisfactory.
10th October 2015
Groups attended two morning sessions of the workshop:
- The heart of sound: experience the bliss of vibration
- Expressive arts with HIV orphans in Cambodia
After lunch presenters from the different countries left
workshop to leave Hong Kong. Harambee arts team
from Nepal also left Hong Kong and IEATA conference
volunteers team supported to take us to the Hong Kong
International Airport with full of care, which was really
admirable and amazing support.
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Wrapping up
It was the dream of 7 facilitators of Harambee arts project to attend IEATA conference
together in Hong Kong. After all dream came true through the hard and empathetic work
of entire team of IEATA, Ms. Gloria, Ms Susan and rest supportive hands, who played a
vital role to make it possible. Shakti Samuha is so much thankful to entire supportive
hands for their team and individual initiation to support 7 women Harambee arts Nepali
team.
Findings
- We got huge opportunity to participate in the international platform being a
presenter from Nepal and share about the arts healing exercises with the survivors
of human trafficking and domestic violence along personal stories and
experiences.
- Conference management for the accommodation, care and everything was
stupendous. Five women from the Harambee arts also supported to 7 Nepali
women were incredible, their love and taking care was enormous.
- Presenters from the different countries were pioneer and expertise with their work.
It was easy to understand their work although there was short time. Sessions were
very much helpful to draw on in our own works.
- Participants and presenters along the volunteers were so much cooperated and
supportive in every steps and moments.
Learning
- Innovative ways to spread strength, power and
positive thoughts between each other was
deeply learned and acknowledged for the further
works in Nepal through Harambee arts project.
For example; during the pre-conference, one of
the participants drew a bird and scattered glitters
from her bird to everyone’s head and gave
positive shower. It was so powerful and
spiritual.
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-

From the Arts journaling for social change session, we learnt to make a journal
book as our courage in life and it’s important too.
Through the stories of dance performer, they shared personal stories and regarding
the domestic violence faced by a girl was demonstrated in an innovative way by
making sounds by their feet on the stage and amazing body steps. This was
fabulous for the social awareness.
Team of Harambee arts from Nepal learned healing process through several
different practices from the different countries such as by music, arts, singing,
meditations, and work with the breast cancer patient etc.

Upcoming plan
Establish Harambee Arts Nepal organization, through the partnership between Shakti
Samuha and Harambee Arts.

Cross cutting

Emotions

Fun
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Joy

Love
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Teaching

Learning

Supported fund
Ms. Gloria Simoneaux supported up to NRs 17,000 for the dance customs.

Prepared By
Sarala Tamang
Project Coordinator
Shakti Samuha
Date: 23 October, 2015
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